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Objective. The aim of the study was to translate and culturally adapt the Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly into Italian
(PASE-I) and to evaluate its psychometric properties in the Italian older adults healthy population. Methods. For translation and
cultural adaptation, the “Translation and Cultural Adaptation of Patient-Reported Outcomes Measures” guidelines have been
followed. Participants included healthy individuals between 55 and 75 years old. The reliability and validity were assessed following
the “Consensus-Based Standards for the Selection of Health Status Measurement Instruments” checklist. To evaluate internal
consistency and test-retest reliability, Cronbach’s 𝛼 and Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) were, respectively, calculated.The
Berg Balance Score (BBS) and the PASE-I were administered together, and Pearson’s correlation coefficient was calculated for
validity. Results. All the PASE-I items were identical or similar to the original version. The scale was administered twice within
a week to 94 Italian healthy older people.Themean PASE-I score in this study was 159±77.88. Cronbach’s 𝛼 was 0.815 (p < 0.01) and
ICC was 0.977 (p < 0.01). The correlation with the BBS was 0.817 (p < 0.01). Conclusions. The PASE-I showed positive results for
reliability and validity. This scale will be of great use to clinicians and researchers in evaluating and managing physical activities in
the Italian older adults population.

1. Introduction

Over the last 30 years, several studies have shown that
physical activity can prevent age-related diseases, such as
cardiovascular disease [1–3], diabetes mellitus [3–7], certain
types of cancer [8], osteoporosis [9–11], respiratory disease
[12, 13], and dementia [14, 15]. It has also been established
that physical activity can improve bodymass index (BMI) [16]
and mental health [17] and conserve energy balance, reduce
the risk of falling [18], and help a person to extend their life
expectancy and maintain their independence [19].

As in other developed countries, the age ratio in present-
day Italy is strongly imbalanced. In 2015, people aged 65
and older accounted for 22% of the population, and this

figure is estimated to increase to 33% by 2065 [20]. The
percentage of Italian older people who follow the World
Health Organization’s (WHO) [21] recommended levels of
physical activity for adults aged 65 and older is still very low
[22]. In Italy, the number of people between the ages of 65
and 74 years who claimed to take part in physical activities
reached 11% in 2015, which was 60% higher than in 2005.
Sports participation tends to decrease with age. From the age
of 65, almost half of the population declares themselves to be
sedentary (45%), and the most sedentary people are 75 years
old or older (70%). However, there has been a strong increase
in the older adults population’s participation in sports over
the last 10 years, which has almost doubled from 6% to 11% in
that time [22].
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As the older adults population in Italy has increased,
the concepts of healthy aging and chronic disease protection
have become more important. Knowledge of older adults’
physical activity levels is vital to determining their health
statuses and protective and preventive approaches to chronic
disease. In other words, it is both necessary and important
to record and measure the current physical activity levels
of Italian older adults. The cross-cultural adaptation of a
health status measurement tool for use in multiple countries
is also essential. It is now recognized that if measurements
are to be used across cultures, the items must not only be
well translated but also culturally adapted so that the content
validity of the instrument is maintained at a conceptual level
from culture to culture.

To assess physical activity, this study used objective tools,
such as accelerometers, and subjective tools that featured
self-report measurements. In 2012, Williams et al. [23] con-
ducted a systematic review and analysis of 104 self-reportable
physical activity measurements, which included 35 items that
had been designed to assess an older adults population. Of
these, the Physical Activity Questionnaire [24], which was
composed of 55 questions, and the Physical Activity Scale for
the Elderly (PASE), which was composed of only 10 items,
were the only scales of measurement that could be self-
administered. Compared to other measurement scales, the
advantages of the PASE include its brevity (five minutes),
easy scoring process, and application by way of letter or
phone. Furthermore, the PASE evaluates activities other than
exercise. The inclusion of activities common to most older
adults, such as household and caregiving activities, helps
to ensure that the instrument provides a comprehensive
assessment of overall physical activity.

The PASE was developed in 1993 byWashburn et al. [25],
specifically to assess physical activity in epidemiologic studies
of the older people. In 1999, Washburn et al. [26] evaluated
the PASE to quantify the level, duration, and frequency of
the physical activity that older adults engaged in. The PASE
consists of 10 items that focus on the following 3 domains
of activity over a period of 7 days: leisure (5 components),
household (4 components), and work-related (1 component)
activities. Participation in leisurely activities is recorded by
frequency (e.g., never, seldom, sometimes, and often) and
duration (e.g., less than an hour, 2–4 hours, or more than 4
hours); paid or unpaidwork is recorded by total hours of work
per week; and housework, lawn work, home repair, outdoor
gardening, and care for others are recorded with yes or no
answers. The total PASE score is calculated by multiplying
activity participation (yes/no) or the amount of time spent
on each activity (hours/week) by the weights of the items that
were obtained in the original study.

The PASE was originally developed for use in Britain
and North America [25, 26] and has since seen use in
the Netherlands [27], Japan [28], Canada [29], China [30],
Malaysia [31], and Turkey [32]. The validity and reliability of
PASE were also examined in the U.S. in 1999 for patients with
knee pain and physical disability [33], in 1998 for patientswith
moderate to severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
[34], and in 2001 for patients with end-stage renal disease
[35]. Beyond the aforementioned countries, its validity and

reliability were tested in Norway in 2012 for patients with
hip osteoarthritis [36], in Taiwan in 2013 for cancer survivors
[37], in Switzerland in 2014 for patients who had undergone
total knee arthroplasties [38] and total hip arthroplasties [39],
and in Australia in 2015 for lung cancer survivors [40].

Over the past three years, several studies have used the
PASE to assess the Italian population [41–48]. In spite of this,
the lack of an Italian version of the scale that has been adapted
to account for the country’s culture has prevented its regular
use in studies that assess Italy’s older adults population. Thus,
this study aims to translate the current PASE scale into Italian,
to culturally adapt the tool, and to assess its validity and
reliability.

2. Methods

This study was conducted by a research group composed
of medical doctors and rehabilitation professionals from the
“Sapienza” University of Rome and from “Rehabilitation
and Outcome Measure Assessment” (ROMA) association.
ROMA association in the last few years has dealt with the
validation of many outcome measures in Italy [49–57].

Once the consent of the developers of the PASE is
received, following the “Translation and Cultural Adapta-
tion of Patient-Reported Outcomes Measures—Principles
of Good Practice” guidelines [58] the original tool was
translated from English to Italian.

Translation and Cultural Adaptation. The original English
version of the PASE [25] was translated into three indepen-
dent Italian literal translations by one Italian physiotherapist
familiar with English and two native English speakers. The
results were synthesized by an independent native speaker of
the target language who had not been involved in the forward
translations. Without having seen the original version, three
Italian translators then translated the questionnaire back into
English. The original version and the back-translated version
of the toolwere then compared. Finally to adapt the translated
version to the Italian culture, a focus group composed of two
physiotherapists and a proofreader familiar with both English
and Italian checked the final translation and corrected any
remaining spelling, diacritical, grammatical, or other errors
and then reworded and reformulated some items tominimize
any differences from the original English version.

Participants. According to preceding validations of the PASE
[25–32] to be included in the study participants had to be
aged 55 to 75; have their personal physician’s clearance; have
adequate mental status; and have no evidence of clinical
depression.

Individuals with emotional or psychiatric problems (as
determined by clinical screening) were excluded from the
study. All participants were informed about the study, and
their interest in taking part in it was recorded; those who
entered the study gave their consent before inclusion [59].
Recruited participants who met the study inclusion crite-
ria were scheduled for two testing sessions. Following the
“Consensus-Based Standards for the Selection of Health
Status Measurement Instruments” (COSMIN) checklist [60],
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the reliability and validity of the culturally adapted scale were
assessed.

Reliability. The PASE-I was given to the population by two
physiotherapists. The internal consistency of the PASE-I was
examined by Cronbach’s alpha (𝛼) that should be at least 0.7
as an indicator of the satisfactory homogeneity of the items
within the total scale [61].ThePASE-I was administered twice
within a week to a representative, randomized subgroup of
the population by the same professionals. To measure test-
retest reliability, the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC)
was calculated and the scale was considered stable with an
ICC of > 0.70.

Validity.According to the original validation [26], concurrent
validity was assessed using Pearson’s correlation analyses to
determine the association between the PASE-I and the Italian
version of the Berg Balance Scale (BBS) [62, 63].The BBS is a
12-item questionnaire designed to assess the subject’s ability
to successfully complete tasks such as standing from a sitting
position, turning to look behind them, standing with their
eyes closed, and standing on one foot. Each item is scored
on a 0–4 metric with possible total scores ranging from 0 to
48 [62]. The Italian version of the BBS and the PASE-I were
administered together by the same rater.

All statistical analyses were done using IBM-SPSS version
23.00.

3. Results

Translation andCultural Adaptation. Following guidelines for
translation and cultural adaptation,[40] after forward and
backward translation, and after a consensus meeting, the
translated scale was formed and all item results were identical
or similar to the original version. However, the experts
agreed that some of the examples used to describe leisure
time activities needed an adaptation to the Italian culture
to improve comprehensibility and applicability. Activities
such as shuffleboard, baseball, and softball were likely to
be unknown or not very common to individuals living in
Italy and may not have been reflective of values related to
the Italian population. Therefore, we deleted or modified
examples in items 3, 4, 5, and 6 (e.g., hunting has been
changed with dancing or shuffleboard has been changed with
boules).

Participants. Participants were community-dwelling older
adults recruited from September 2017 through a primary
care doctor in Rome. Of the 100 recruited participants, 94
met the inclusion criteria; all agreed to participate and were
enrolled in the study (mean age ± standard deviation (SD)
= 62.88±7.16). The Italian version of the PASE (PASE-I) was
administered from September 29, 2017. The demographic
characteristics of the participants are summarized in Table 1,
and the mean ± SD of the PASE-I is summarized in Table 2.

Reliability. The PASE-I was found to have a good degree
of internal consistency, with a Cronbach’s 𝛼 of 0.815 (p <
0.01). A randomized subgroup of the population (n = 48) was

involved in the test-rest reliability procedures. The PASE-I
was reliable with respect to test-retest reliability with an ICC
of 0.977 (p < 0.01) and > 0.967 (p < 0.01) in each domain, as
reported in Table 3.

Validity.The Italian version of the BBS [63] was also adminis-
tered to the population. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient
of the total score of the PASE-I with the Italian version of the
BBS [63] was 0.817 (p < 0.01), indicating that the PASE-I has
good concurrent validity.ThePearson’s correlation coefficient
of each item is reported in Table 4.

4. Discussion

We translated the PASE to Italian (PASE-I) and adapted
it to Italian culture. The PASE is brief (five minutes) and
easily scored [25]. Its brevity makes its use in large-scale
epidemiologic studies, where there is limited time to assess
physical activity, feasible [25]. This instrument, which has
not previously been made available in Italian, is well-suited
to studies on the health and physical activity of older adults
populations.

Comparison with Other Studies. In this study, we assessed
the validity and reliability of the PASE-I while working
with 94 healthy and Italian older adults. The results of the
study suggest that the Italian version of the tool has strong
measurement properties and that it is valid and reliable for
research and practice fields.

While the mean PASE scores in previous studies have
varied between 94.96 [31] and 131.3 [29], themean PASE score
in this study was 159 ± 77.88. As with other studies [25–32],
the current study identified a significant decline of physical
activity with age. For example, adults who were 75-years old
or older exhibited lower levels of physical activity than those
who were 65 years old or younger. The higher total score in
this study may have been linked to the participants’ younger
mean age (62.88 ± 7.16). The greatest contributor to the total
physical activity score was household activity (52.8%), which
is in line with the results from previous studies [25, 28, 31].
As in other studies [25–32], the PASE-I scores also did not
significantly differ between men and women.

Lolan et al.’s [64] and Ayvat et al.’s [32] studies are the only
previous studies to have calculated Cronbach’s alpha (0.73
and 0.71, respectively). Regardless, the value for Cronbach’s
alpha in the current study was higher (0.815), which could be
attributed to the rigorous cultural adaptation process that was
involved in the translation of the examples that were used to
describe leisurely activities.

As in other studies, we included the BBS to determine the
association between balance andPASE scores.The correlation
between static balance and PASE scores was discussed in
the original PASE article [26] and subsequent papers. In
the current study, work-related activities correlated with
higher BBS scores, which is consistent with the findings from
previous studies. According to existing research, individuals
who more confidently perform activities that challenge their
balance have also been proven to be more physically active
[26, 28, 29].
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Table 1: Demographic characteristics for the 194 participants in the reliability study (PASE-I).

Sample = 96
Age Mean (SD) 62.88 (7.16)
Gender men % 50.5
Education (%)
Elementary school 4%
Middle school 12%
High school 36.4%
University 47.5%

4
12
36.5
47.5

Marital Status (%)
Married/Cohabitant
Single/Widow/Divorced

88.9
11.1

Cardio circulatory Disease (%)
Yes
No

18.2
81.8

Hypertension (%)
Yes
No

36.7
63.3

Neoplasms
Yes
No

4
96

Recent Recovery (last 3 years) (%)
Yes
No

20.2
79.8

Arthritis (%)
Yes
No

5.1
94.9

Weekly Working Hours (%)
0
1-39
More than 40

40.4
32.3
27.3

Smoker (%)
Yes
No

16.2
83.8

Table 2: Mean±SD PASE-I scores and BBS scores.

Test
Mean±Standard

Deviation
PASE LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES 29.94±29.63
PASE HOUSE HOLD ACTIVITIES 84.55±45.41
PASEWORK-RELATED ACTIVITIES 44.51±58.86
PASE TOTAL SCORE 159±77.88
BERG BALANCE SCALE 46.63±1.72

Limitations of the Study. As in previous studies, limitations
include our exclusion of individuals with mobility issues
and cognitive impairment [29]. Expanding the study to
include all older peoplewith various health statuses and living
conditions could help to form a database that considers a
wider older adults population [32].

We agree with the authors of previous validation stud-
ies [27–32] in that the PASE itself also contains potential

limitations. For example, one limitation is that leisurely
activities can be influenced by climate. Furthermore, while
the last item on the scale has four possible answers that
gauge difficulty, this information excludes those who have
worked while sitting (e.g., in an office) and is only assessed
if a participant has or has not worked in the past seven
days. Assessments of physical activity in the older adults
could be improved if they were to differentiate between those
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Table 3: Test-retest reliability, range of ICC parameters of each item on 48 participants (PASE-I).

Test
mean±SD

Re-Test
mean±SD ICC IC 95%

PASE
LEISURE
TIME
ACTIVITIES

23.18±22.22 27.71±21.7 0.993 0.988-0.996

PASE
HOUSE
HOLD
ACTIVITIES

76.67±45 78.56±46.83 0.989 0.981-0.994

PASE
WORK-
RELATED
ACTIVITIES

45.87±59.74 49.12±61.1 0.967 0.941-0.981

PASE TOTAL
SCORE 145.72±75 150.4±76.17 0.977 0.959-0.987

Table 4: Gold standard analysis, Pearson’s correlation between PASE-I and the Italian version of BBS.∗p < 0.01.

Berg Balance Scale
PASE LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES 0.459∗
PASE HOUSE HOLD ACTIVITIES 0.495∗
PASEWORK-RELATED ACTIVITIES 0.713∗
PASE TOTAL SCORE 0.817∗

who work standing up (answer 2) and those whose work
involves carrying loads that exceed 22 kg (answer 4). The
current study only compared the Italian version of the PASE
with studies that evaluated balance. As such, other objective
measurements should be considered to provide more precise
and accurate estimates of physical activity and to reduce
measurement errors that are related to these issues.

5. Conclusions

As the older adults population has increased, the con-
cepts of healthy aging and chronic disease protection have
become more important. To determine the health status of
older adults and protective and preventive strategies against
chronic disease, it is important to identify the levels of
physical activity that older adults practice. As such, the
present study can guide Italian physiotherapists and other
health and rehabilitation professionals who work in this area
[32]. To inform health policy recommendations, the use of a
culturally appropriate instrument is also critical to obtaining
valid population-based physical activity data. In conclusion,
the Italian version of the PASE is a valid and reliable tool for
the evaluation and measurement of physical activity levels
in Italian older adults. Thus, this scale can prove useful
to clinicians and researchers who have been charged with
evaluating and managing the physical activities of the Italian
older adults population.
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